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Institutional advancement reorganization approved

RESOLUTION-Sen.
Robert Welborn,
center, presented a State of Michigan
Senate and House of Representatives joint
resolution applauding Western's Physicians'
Assistants
Program
accomplishments to President Bernhard, left,
and Norman P. "Pete" Johnson, right,
director of the program, at a recent reception honoring the 10th anniversary of the
first graduating class of the program.

Last 'Open Office Hours'
is 2-4 p.m. next Thursday
The last of President Bernhard's "Open
Office Hours" sessions of the winter
semester will be from 2 to 4 p.m. next
Thursday, March 29, in his office, 3062
Seibert Administration Building.
No appointment is needed and no one
else is present. Visits are limited to about
IO minutes, depending on whether others
are waiting. The sessions are open to
students and faculty-staff members.
Bernhard began the series in 1979 to provide additional means of communication
on the campus.

Faculty Retirement Dinner
to be Saturday, June 9
The annual Faculty Retirement Dinner,
sponsored by the Faculty Senate, has been
scheduled for Saturday, June 9, in the John
E. Fetzer Center. A reception begins at
5:30 p.m. and dinner begins at 6:30 p.m.
All faculty members, staff members and
emeriti are invited
to participate,
said Bernadine P. (Penny) Carlson,
English, chairperson of the faculty r~ations committee of the Faculty Senate and
coordinator of the event.
A complete list of persons retiring will be
pu blished later.

Planning funds approved
The Michigan legislature's Joint Capital
Outlay Subcommittee approved $25,000
for schematic planning for a $1.2-million
addition to McCracken Hall. Authorized
by Public Act 280 of 1982, the project will
enlarge our paper-plant facility by housing
a pilot digester and associated equipment.
Projected timetable calls for construction
to begin by the end of this calendar year,
with completion by Janijary 1986.
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Today's Western News includes a special
four-page section on TECH EXPO, the
College of Engi"neering and Applied
Sciences' annual technology exhibit, which
starts with opening ceremonies at 2:45 p.m.
tomorrow in Kohrman Hall, and runs until
9 p.m. tomorrow night and from IO a.m. to
4 p.m. Saturday.

Chauncey J. Brinn, secretary to the
Board of Trustees since 1981 and a staff
member at Western since 1961, has been
appointed vice president for University
relations and secretary to the Board as part
of a reorganization of institutional advancement at the University.
Two other administrators received new
titles as part of the reorganization. Martin
R. (Joe) Gagie, executive assistant to the
president, becomes associate vice president
for University relations and executive assistant to the president; and Russell L.
Gabier, assistant vice president for alumni
affairs and development, becomes assistant
vice president for University relations.
Gabier retains his title of president and
chief executive officer of the WMU Foundation.
All three appointments, which are effective immediately, were approved last Friday by the Board of Trustees. Brinn's new
position replaces the vacant position of vice
president for governmental relations,
resulting in one fewer position in the
University's central administration.
In other action, the Board approved a
change in title for Robert E. Boughner,
from assistant dean to associate dean of the
College of Engineering and Applied
Sciences. Boughner has been assistant dean
since 1975 and a member of the faculty at
Western since 1967.
The Board also approved a leave of
absence without pay for Gurbux S. Alag,
electrical engineering, between Aug. 13,
1984, and April 27, 1985, to be a NASA
senior research associate at the Dryden
Flight Research· Facility in Lancaster,
Calif. Alag has been a faculty member at
Western since 1977.

Brinn

Gabier

Gagie
And the Board recognized the retirement
of six staff members whose combined years
of service to the University total more than
107 years. Their names, titles, effective
dates of retirement and years of service are:
Mary E. Anderson, utility food worker,
April 20, 17 years; Frances B. Champion,
mail clerk, May 1, 21 years; Charles D.
Hull, custodian, March 31, 13 years;
Alfred McConnell, custodian, April 30, 17
years; Anna P. Mejeur, first cook, April
20, 17 years; and Austra Zuika, secretary I,
April 30, 22 years.
In announcing of the Brinn appointment, President Bernhard said to the

Board, "After appropriate consultation
with the affected parties, and in accordance
with recent recommendations of the Faculty Senate's ad hoc Committee on University (non-collegiate) Reorganization and the
Blue Ribbon Task Force of the Faculty
Senate, I am proposing the establishment
of the position of vice president for University relations.
"The Office of the Vice President for
University Relations will be directly
responsible to the president for the coordination of efforts to advance' external
understanding of and support for the
University, and to develop effective communications," Bernhard continued.
Specific areas of responsibility in
University relations will include affirmative action, alumni affairs and development, governmental
relations,
intercollegiate athletics, and public information
and public relations.
"Mr. Brinn is a very able and experienced administrator, and I have every confidence that our combined institutional advancement effort will be entirely successful," Bernhard said.
Brinn, 51, came to WMU in 1961 as
coordinator of special programs in the Office of Student Financial Aid and Scholarships. He became assistant to the vice president for academic affairs in 1971 and was
assistant vice president for academic affairs in 1977-79.
He was named assistant vice president
for governmental relations in 1979 and in
1981 was named secretary to the Board of
Trustees and assistant vice president for
governmental relations. He served for six
(Continued on Page 8)

Day appointed first to hold Upjohn Chair
The first person to be seated in The Upjohn Chair of Business Administration at
Western will be Dr. Ralph L. Day,
distinguished professor of business administration at Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.
His appointment was approved last Friday by the Board of Trustees. A prolific
writer and researcher and 1972 Marketing
Educator of the Year, Day is a fellow of the
American Institute for Decision .sciences,
past vice president for marketing education
of the American Marketing Association,
and past president of the Association for
Business Simulation Experiential Learning.
"We at Western are delighted to receive
this very generous chair endowment from
The Upjohn Company," said President
Bernhard. "The support of such an
outstanding corporation for our business
administration programs is greatly appreciated. This endowment is the first gift
of its kind in University history, and we are
pledged to maintain the high standard of
academic excellence which the Upjohn
Chair truly deserves."
R. T. Parfet, Jr., chairman of the board
of chief executive officer of the Upjohn
Company, commented, "The Upjohn
Company is very pleased to have this opportunity to help enhance the academic
reputation of Western Michigan University. This corporate
gift is further
demonstration of this Company's steadfast
commitment to excellence in education and
business development. We are delighted to
strengthen our ties with WMU in this great
community of ours."
Day's appointment at Western is for the
period August 13, 1984, through April 26,
1986. He joined the faculty at Indiana in

Dr. Ralph L. Day .
1966 and he served as chairperson of the
marketing
department
in 1977-80.
Previously, he taught at Pennsylvania State
University, 1963-66, and at the University
of Texas at Austin, 1959-63. He also has
held visiting professorships at the University of Mannheim, the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie-Mellon University.
He received his B.S. degree in 1950 and
M.S. in 1955 in industrial management
from the Georgia Institute of Technology
and his Ph.D. degree in 1961 in business
administration from the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Day was editor of the prestigious Journal
of Marketing Research, 1969-72; it is
published quarterly by the American
Marketing Association. He was founding
joint editor of Applied Economics, and international quarterly journal published in
London, England. He also has served
either on the editorial board, advisory
board or as an associate editor of Business
Horizons, Decision Sciences, Journal of
Business Research, and the Journal of
Marketing.
His book, "Marketing in Action: A
Decision Game,"
co-authored
with
Thomas E. Ness, is in its fourth edition. He
also is co-editor of "Marketing Models:
Behavioral Science Applications"
and
"Marketing Models: Quantitative Applieations." He also has co-edited a series of
books on consumer satisfaction and complaining behavior.
Day has written numerous articles for
scholarly journals, including "Linear Programming in Media Selection," Journal of
Advertising
Research;
"Probablistic
Models of Consumer Buying Behavior,"
Journal of Marketing; "Position Bias in
Paired Product Test," "A Management
Oriented Model for Allocating Sales Effort," and "Measures of Manifest Conflict
in Distribution Channels," all in the Journal of Marketing Research.
He also has lectured throughout the
world and he does consulting on a selective
basis with business
firms,
federal
regulatory agencies in the U.S. and
Canada,
universities
and research
organizations.
Day served in the U.S. Navy, 1943-46,
and in the U.S. Air Force, 1950-52.
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Issues of changing student population to be
discussed at conference for faculty, staff

BIRTHDA y SERENADE-Trustee Robert D. Caine of Kalamazoo, right, was honored
on his 80th birthday at a luncheon after the meeting Friday of the Board of Trustees.
Serenading Caine with "Happy Birthday" are, from left, James F. Konkel, a senior from
Kalamazoo; Peter M. Andrick, a senior from Dearborn; and Chris M. Andrick, a junior
from Bear Lake. All three are members of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, music honorary for
men at Western. "How can you fall in love with a school you didn't attend?" Caine asked. "The answer is a composite of many things, but especially it's the people."

Issues raised by a predicted change in ference to hear Hodgkinson's 11 a.m. adstudent population will be the focus of a dress. Participants will then form groups to
special conference for faculty and staff discuss such topics as academic needs of
members next Thursday, March 29, fn the minorities, women and nontraditional
John E. Fetzer Center.
students;
student-services
needs of
Harold L. Hodgkinson, senior fellow in minorities, women and nontraditional
residence at the Institute for Educational
students; and the role of WMU support
Leadership in Washington, D.C., and staff and faculty m1!mbers.Each group will
former director of the National Institute of discuss the implications of the Hodgkinson
Education, will be the featured speaker. He report and recommend appropriate action.
will discuss local implications of national
Group leaders an~ Hodgkinson will
trends as reported in his monograph,
draft an action agenda for WMU at the
"Guess Who's Coming to College: Your 3:30 p.m. closing session.
Students in 1990."
Any faculty-staff member interested in
He predicts that the 2S-percent decline in participating in the conference should concollege-age population will be coupled with . tact Jewell M. Street, affirmative-action, at
an increase in the proportion of minorities,
3-0980.
"We must be prepared to respond to the
women and older students, if universities
can attract them and serve them well.
needs of these new student groups," Bern"I am convinced that the demographic hard said. "Therefore, it is my hope that
trends have significance for Western's
representatives from all academic areas
faculty and staff, whose help is needed in and all student-service areas will attend this
making the necessary institutional changes important conference."
Hodgkinson is' one of 17 Shaughnessy
to serve these new students," said President Bernhard.
Fellows in the United States, which are
Bernhard has invited about 200 WMU under support from the Fund for Improvefaculty and staff members to the con- ment of Postsecondary Edcuation. He was
president of the National Training
Laboratories from 1979 to 1983, when he
began the fellowship. From 1977 to 1979,
he was executive director of the Profesorganized efforts as the "Decline in Science sional Institute of the American Manageand Mathematics" study, sponsored by ment Association.
The Central States Universities Inc.
In 1975, he was named by President Ford
"You may well want to establish addi- as director of the National Institute of
tional objectives as you consider how Education. Previously, he had served as
Western can meet its obligations as a public project director in the Center for the Study
university," Denenfeld said. "And you of Higher Education at the University of
should feel free to add to your membership
California at Berkeley, dean of Bard Color otherwise involve colleagues who could lege and professor and dean of education at
contribute to your work."
Simmons College.
Denenfeld described each member of the
He has held a variety of editorial posts in
committee as having "a.strong interest and
his field, including editor of the Harvard
an involvement in this area of national and
Educational Review. He has served as
University concern, and I am confident
president of the American Association for
that collectively (they) can provide the Higher Education and he was awarded the
necessary leadership in defining and carryDistinguished Service Award by the
ing out a valuable role for Western."
Association for Teacher Education.

Form committee on science, mathematics education
A Committee
on Science
and
Mathematics Education has been established "to define and implement how Western
can best respond to the pressing need for
improved instruction in science and
mathematics" by Philip Denenfeld, vice
president for academic affairs.
Christian R. Hirsch Jr., mathematics,
will chair this special committee. Other
members are Donald J. Brown, chemistry;
Dwayne E. Channell, mathematics; Carl J.
Engels, natural science; Phillip T. Larsen,
education and professional development;
Jacqueline Mallinson, adjunct in science
education.
Cecil L. McIntire, biomedical sciences;
Ruth Ann Meyer, mathematics; Larry D.
Oppliger, physics; Robert Poel, natural
science; Lloyd J. Schmaltz, chairperson of
geology; and Joseph Stoltman, chairperson

2Dance CO. to perform

of geography.
In his appointment letter, Denenfeld
said, "Your broad charge includes at least
the following: To work cooperatively with
school districts to strengthen science and
mathematics high school graduation requirements and to help develop appropriate curricula for both college-bound
and non-college bound students; to intensify and direct efforts to recruit entering
college students
into science and
mathematics teacher training programs.
To help upgrade the professional
qualifications of science and mathematics
teachers presently in the classroom; and to
participate as seems appropriate to you as
institutional
representatives
in such

3 Kalamazoo firms establish Medallion Scholarships

Three major Kalamazoo firms each have
established Medallion Scholarships in their
The 2Dance Company of Chicago will .names valued at $20,000 each for incoming
make its first appearance in Kalamazoo in freshmen at Western with outstanding high
school achievement.
a concert of dance at 8 p.m. Saturday,
The scholarships, considered the most
March 24, in the Dalton Center's Studio B.
prestigious ever given at Western, have
The concert is sponsored by the Department of Dance, 'and will consist of dances been established by the First of America
choreographed and performed by two Bank Corp., the law firm of Howard and
Howard and the Upjohn Co.
department alumni now in the company:
"We are deeply gratified by this
Franklyn Folino, "who earned the bachelor
of science and master of arts degrees here remarkable demonstration of support for
our students," said President Bernhard.
in 1976 and 1980, respectively; and Debra
LaMantia, who earned the bachelor of fine "This generosity represents a true commitment to the goals and aspirations of
arts degree here in 1979.
Tickets are $2 for general admission and Western Michigan University."
The Medallion Scholarship program was
$1 for student admission, and will be
created by the University in 1983 as an opavailable at the door. For more information, persons may call 3-4049 between 9 portunity for individuals and organizations
to recognize superior intellectual achievea.m. and 4 p.m. weekdays.
ment by high school graduates, primarily
from Michigan. Medallion Scholarships
already have been funded by Guido and
Elizabeth Binda of Battle Creek and by Dr.
Merze Tate of Washington, D:C.
EdItor: Michael J. Matthews; AJoodate F.ditor: Ruth A.
The Binda and Tate scholarships may go
Stevens; Staff Writer. Stephen P. Latus; PIlot •••rap~y: Neil
to students in any program at the UniversiG. Rankin; Sports: John Beatty, Steven M. Babik; DesIc.:
David H. Smith.
ty. The First of America Bank Corp.,
W•••••• N•••• (USPS 362-210) is published by the Office of
Howard and Howard and Upjohn Co.
Public Information. B-207-208 Ellsworth Hall, Western
scholarships are for business students.
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49008, weekly except during vacation periods. Second-class postage paid at
Nearly ISO high school seniors have apKalamazoo. Mich. 49008.
plied for the scholarships for the fall of
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Wrslern News,
1984, for which the deadline was this past
Office of Public Information, Western Michigan University.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008.
Feb. IS. A selection committee appointed
Walen News is distributed without charge to faculty and
by President Bernhard and the executive
staff members. emeriti faculty members, members of the
committee of the WMU Foundation is
Parents Association and other friends of the University including students, who may obtain copies at several campus
reviewing the applications.
locations.
"This'gift reflects a genuine commitment
DeIMIIIIH: Items to be considered for publication should be
to
Western Michigan University," said
submitted to the Office of Public Information by noon TuesWilliam R. Cole, president of First of
day of the week of publication. Offices that receive too many
copies-or too few copies-are asked to call 383-0981.
America Bank:Michigan. "It's a refreshing
WMU is an equal opportunity/affirmative
action inway of rewarding a very special scholar,
stitution.
and it helps .us support the kind of quality
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education we see in so many of our bank's
executives who are graduates ofWMU."
"We have made this gift as a way of
recognizing outstanding academic programs, of recognizing the contributions of
WMU and its College of Business to the
economic development of our community
and of recognizing the many fine law
students who have been graduates of
WMU," said J. Michael Kemp, managing
partner of Howard and Howard.
Kemp, a former member and chairman
of the WMU Board of Trustees, was instrumental in the creation of the Medallion
Scholarship program at Western. Kemp is
an adjunct professor in the WMU College

of Business.
"We are pleased to continue our support
of Western Michigan University through
the Medallion Scholarship program," said
Lawrence C. Hoff, executive vice president
of the Upjohn Co. "We feel this program
will not only enhance the academic environment at Western, but also such programs are good for the community."
The Medallion Scholarships came about
through the recently completed "Partners
in Progress" capital campaign at Western.
Each recipient will receive $S,OOOper year
fo[ four years, at which time the scholarship is exhausted, although the donor may
renew it for another student.

Sixth annual career fair-to be March 28
Persons concerned about Michigan's
sluggish job market or those considering a
career switch in the near future may be interested in attending Western's Career Fair
'84 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday,
March 28, in the Student Center's East
Ballroom.
The sixth annual career fair will offer
free career information, professional contacts and skills workshops to all area college and university students as well as to the
general public.
More than 2,000 students and 80
organizations are expected to attend.
Representatives from business and industry, education, government, health and
human services and communications will
talk with those attending. They will discuss
job prospects and career options available
through their respective organizations.
This year's Career Fair is different from
previous fairs in two ways: More

workshops have been added; and th~
general public has been invited to attend.
For these persons, as well as for WMU
students and alumni, Career Fair '84 will
offer free workshops on job hunting, interviewing and resume writing.
The general interest workshops offered
will include: "Dress
for Success,"
presented by Redwood and Ross; and
"Communicating
with Confidence,"
presented by Lori Cottrell of WUHQ-TV.
Graduate school programs also will attend
the fair. There will be a reception at the end
of the day.
Career Fair '84 is sponsored by Placement Services, in cooperation with the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of
Education and the College of Health and
Human Services. _
For more information, persons may contact Placement Services, 3-1710.
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Join the students in the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences at
Western' Michigan Un"versity on March
23 and 24 as we explore the world of
technology, "TECH EXPO '84 is for
.everyone" "
The student societies and organizations in the College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences proudly sponsor the
annual event, TECH EXPO. This
year's theme is "TECH EXPO '84 is
for Everyone." Student groups are an
important part of the educational experience in the College, and TECH
EXPO provides an opportunity to
highlight their activities. The organizations write newsletters, put on student
conferences, tour manufacturing
facilities, sponsor career days, promote
safety, encourage professionalism,
compete in national events, and serve
the community. Many are student
chapters of national professional
organizations that begin to develop
relationships that will last the student's entire professional life. This
special flyer is designed to introduce
you to the College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences through the activities
of the student groups by highlighting
their participation in ''TECH EXPO
'84 is for Everyone."

TECH EXPO '84
The goal of TECH EXPO is not only
to showcase student achievement in
the College of Engineering and Applied
Sciences, but also provide the campus
and community an opportunity to
learn about technological advances
that affect their lives. "Technology
plays a role in every aspect of our
lives," notes Dr. James Matthews,
Dean of the College. "By developing
an understanding of what it can do, we
can be more effective as citizens and
workers."
From intial concept to actual display, the exhibits and demonstrations
are planned and implemented totally
by student groups. The groups compete
for prize trophies as part of the event.
For the 1984 TECH EXPO, organizations will vie for awards in the
categories of creativity, professionalism, education /informa tion,
technology, and theme. There will be
one grand prize for each overall winner
from the College of Engineering and .

Applied Sciences and a guest society
from another campus group ..Judges are
chosen from the community to represent a wide variety of professions and
interests to ensure a balanced consensus of opinion.
Past TECH EXPO's have drawn
between 3,000 and 4,000 people to
Western's campus. Participants his
year's TECH EXPO will have the opportunity not only to view the
displays, but also see video tapes on
technical topics including lasers,
robotics and manufacturing, and solar
heating. Additionally, several lucky
participants will be selected at random
for door prizes offered by the student
groups. These door prizes include an
airplane ride, tickets to the Air Show
and Air Zoo, tickets to a fashion show,
and contributed f.oodand kitchen
items.

THE COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING AND
APPLIED SCIENCES
"Excellence through diversity" is the
hallmark for the departments in the
College of Engineering and Applied
Sciences. The seven departments include: Consumer Resources and
Technology, Electrical Engineering,
Engineering Technology, Industrial
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Military Scierrce, and Paper Science
and Engineering. Collectively, these
departments offer sixteen career programs in professional and technical
management and marketing, five
career programs in vocational and practical education, six career programs in
engineering related areas, and seven
programs in engineering. The 3,396
enrolled students make up 22% of
Western's total enrollment.
Several college-wide student
societies have been organized to encourage student participation in the
college and its activities. The Council
of Student Societies is made up of
presidents of all the College's Student
Societies and meets monthly. to coor-

dinate fund raising activities and other
projects, such as the establishment of a
resource center in Kohrman Hall. The
Society of Women Engineers and the
National Society of Black Engineers are
college-wiae organizations designed to
encourage the entry of women and
minorities into engineering fields. Both
groups are student chapters of National
organizations and through speakers and
tours, provide education and support to
students in Engineering. The Society
for Women Engineers will have an informational booth at TECH EXPO to
promote the possibilities of engineering
for women and to interest women
engineering students in their group.
Another new college-wide group,
Theta Alpha Epsilon, will help
facilitate TECH EXPO by providing
their services as hosts. The professional service fraternity's goal is to
provide support to the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences.

DEPARTMENT OF
CONSUMER
RESOURCES AND
TECHNOLOGY
This newly named department embraces a dual focus on consumer information for perSonal gratification and
preparation for successful professional
achievement. Students learn the value
and efficient use of human and
material resources and develop careers
that accommodate the needs of the
consumer in the economic process.
The career areas include agriculture
and food systems, family life and vocational education, interior design, and
merchandising and distt:ibution. "The

student organizations in the depart:
ment reflect the wide range of vocational interests within its eleven majors," according to Dr. Sue Coates,
Department Chairman.
The Agriculture Club at Western
Michigan University exists for the betterment of all people interested in the
field of Agriculture. The Club sponsors
a Career Day in Agriculture, provides
modest scholarships for 5-6 Agriculture
students each year. In addition, they
arrange tours to Farmers Week at
Michigan State University and to'
agriculture-related operations like a
cattle embryo transplant facility. In
1983, they raised funds to subscribe to
the Agriculture Information Network,
a national computer information
system.
The local student chapter of the
American Society of Interior Designers
carries out the educational objectives
of the national group through tours,
speakers, and professional conferences.
Their exhibit for TECH EXPO, "The
Interior Design Educational Experience" will chronicle, through a
display of student work, the four years
of training needed to become an interior designer.
The Collegiate Chapter of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America (DECA) links its members
with local high school chapters
through training teacher-coordinators.
The chapter promotes and fosters interest in Distributive Education Clubs
by hosting regional conferences that
provide skill development events for
high school and post secondary educational institutions on topics like advertising, apparel and accessories, real
estate, general marketing, entrepreneurship, and sales presentations
and management.
The highlight of the year for this

Electrical Engineering participate in "a
year's Fashion, Art and Business
student branch of the West Michigan
Students is their April 8th Fashion
Section of the Institute of Electrical
Show, "Fashion through Fairy Tales."
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
The group has made the show a major
''This organization provides an imporpriority and activity to further their
tant link between professional
goal of applying classroom learning in
engineers and students at Western
Fashion Merchandising. Rather than
Michigan University," says Dr.
holding a conventional fashion show,
Cassius Hesselberth, Department
the male and female models will stage
Chairman, "and the benefits to the
a theatrical show with props, backdrops, and acting. Support for the show students are numerous." One example
he cites is the Annual IEEE Career
comes from a number of local merNight which brings in working
chants who will provide the fashions
engineers to talk in small groups with
and serve as ticket sales outlets.
"students. "These are practicing profes"Technology and the Family" is the
sionals from local industry who relate
theme for the TECH EXPO Exhibit by
what they are doing on the job to what
the New Dimensions. a family life
the students are learning in the
group. Their objective is to explore the
classroom," Hesselberth points out.
impact on the family of new techThe IEEE parent group has two major
nology such as: How will the computer
affect families as we know them? What thrusts: technical, which offers
impact does television have upon fami- members an opportunity to
disseminate the latest in technical inly communication? In other activities,
this group visits Ridgeview M~nor Nur- formation and exchange ideas; and professional, which deals with issues that
sing Home monthly, hosts an annual
affect engineers including legislation,
faculty/student dinner, and attends
ethical issues, legal protection, and
several professional conferences.
rights and privileges.
Sigma Phi Omega is an organization
The IEEE group will display their
of Food Distribution majors designed
latest technology projects in their exto form cooperative relationships with
hibit at TECH EXPO. Examples inthe food industry. To develop profesclude a "Microprocessor-based DC
sional and social skills they perpetuate
Motor Speed Controller," which is an
a program of alumni relationships,
application of state-of-the-art elecorganize and conduct a food managetronics to control high-power inment conference, plan business trips,
dustrial and design processes, and a
host professional speakers, and recruit
"Home Built portable computer" to
high school and community college
demonstrate how a personal computer
students for the Food Distribution Procan be built from the ground up. A
gram.
"Fuzz and Wah-Wah" project will give
When was the last time you had
an aural and visual display of the proyour blood pressure taken? Your diet
duction of two common electronic efanalyzed? Your skinfolds measured
fects in contemporary music.
with calipers? Through the "Nutrition
and Health Assessment Clinic,"
students in the Student Dietetic
Association will evaluate TECH EXPO
visitors' selected health indexes. This
organization involves its members in
activities relating to dietetics, such as
speakers, community projects, and
social involvement. One of their projects is to provide peer cou.nseling to
the University Health Center's program for weight control.
The Food Service Administration
Organization (FOOSA) will provide the
tastier side of technology to a!l who
visit TECH EXPO '84. Their series of
demonstrations will use the _
microwave oven, the food processor,
garnishing and food presentation
techniques, with the results served to
the participants. Of interest to consumers will be information on recent
food technological advances enabling
consumers to have more choices in
available foods as well as techniques to
conserve nutrients in foods.
The Student Petroleum Association
takes professional field trips and has
professional guest speakers to fulfill its
goal of providing experiences out of the
classroom relating to the field of
petroleum. Examples include: speakers
from a propane companYi convenience
stores and retail petroleum marketers,
as well as tours of petroleum
marketers and manufacturers of
gasoline dispensing equipment.
"Please Do Touch" will be the sign
on the Textile Club's display. The
visual and tactile exhibit allows and
invites participation to understand the
textural qualities of fabric from raw
materials to woven goods. In addition,
the display will focus on how the inherent composition of fabric affects the
outcome of the garment.

DEPARTMENT
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING

OF

"The student societies in the Department of Industrial Engineering provide
an important part of a student's education," says Dr. Frank Wolf, Chairman
of the Department. "They set the pattern for the continuing professional
development after a student leaves
school. This concept of continuous
learning is more important than ever."
He continues by pointing to service
that groups and organizations provide,
both on-campus, such as hosting
seminars and editing newsletters; and
off-campus! such as raising funds for
community organizations. ''These are
vital components in the education of a
well-rounded community citizen and a
prepared engineering professional."
Alpha Pi Mu is an Industrial
Engineering Honor Society that is new
to Western Michigan University. To
introduce itself to the campus and
community during TECH EXPO, the
society will display a weight guessing
game programmed on an Apple Computer.
The Industrial Design Society of
America will sponsor a display titled
"Industrial Design "Today" which
highlights the role of industrial
designers in product design. Their
display will reflect the organizational
goal of enhancing Industrial Design
students' academic and professional
growth.
The American Institute of Industrial
Engineers (AIlE) will integrate systems

You'll see a supermileage vehicle, a
display of robots and what they can do, a
paper recycling center, a nutrition and
health assessment clinic; a comparison of
current building techniques in the Visible House," and a simulated computer
manufacturing system.

DEPARTMENT
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

OF

The students in the Department of

II

design, material handling, and computer programming into a "Simulated
Computer Manufacturing System" in
their TECH EXPO display. The
system uses Apple computers, MiniMover instructional robots,
Fischertechnik Construction materials
and integrated circuits to construct
models which simulate a manufacturing system. This project shows the
technology that is rapidly becoming
the standard in industry.

DEPARTMENT
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

OF

Mechanical Engineers provide
engineering expertise in capacities
such as design, manufacturing, product
development, energy conversion, and
construction. "The projects that are
produced by members of the
Mechanical Engineering (ME) Club
represent a lot of hard work and effort
by the "students," notes Dr. Jerry
Kenig, Department Chairman. He has
high praise for the support the club
provides to department activities.
"They attend professional engineering
and department seminars and publish a
monthly newsletter focusing on department activities in addition to other activities such as field trips to manufacturing facilities," Kenig continues.
The exhibit sponsored by the ME
Club will focus on a wide array of
mechanical engineering projects
demonstrating some theoretical applications, some current research, and
the use of computers. Examples of
theoretical applications include a fluid
heat exchanger, a similitude of indeterminate structures under static and
dynamic loading, an internal combustion engine monitor fQr pressure aqd
volume analysis, and a waste water
treatment process. Featured as illustrations of current research projects are:
testing of alternative fuels, investigating the critical speed of a
rotating shaft and balancing of a mass
on the shaft, and investigating the low
cycle fatigue failure of steel at reduced
temperatures. A number of the projects
featured in the exhibit utilize computer technology: ap Apple Computer
will measure the output signals of an
accelerometer, a computer program
will execute the stiffness matrix of
structures, and Computer Assisted
Design (CAD) will be used to solve a
practical engineering problem.

DEPARTMENT OF
MILITARY SCIENCE
"The organizations in the Department
of Military Science help assist the
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
achieve our goals by creating motivation, confidence, and professionalism
and by offering practical application in
those areas that 'make a leader,' "
points out LTC. Roger Manning, the
Chairman of the Department. "The Rifle Team has been reinvigorated and is
in a healthy state of improvement, the
Western Rangers ate superb, and the
AUSA has received two awards for excellence from the National Chapter in
Washington, D.C.," states LTC. Manning. Visitors to TECH EXPO will be
able to see two displays from the
department, "Manufacturing Methods
and Techniques," and "Today's
Weapons Systems."
The Western Rangers is an adventure
oriented club with the goals of comradery, mental alertness, military

See student projects, exhibits and
demonstrations in
the technology that
touches our
lives-from computers and robots in
the workplace to
mIcrowave
technology in the
.kitchen.

skills and teamwork. The objectives of
the Association of the United States
Army (AUSA) are to find incentives for
increasing military skills, to add to its
members' knowledge of Army life, to
enhance respect and devotion to the
U.S. Army, and to acquire information
about the Army's role in national
defense. Sponsoring ROTC Day on
campus and attending conventions
enable AUSA to promote its goals.

DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

OF

Formed in the Fall of 1983, the Department of Engineering Technology is the
newest of the departments in the College. Many curricular offerings comprise the technical education programs,
such as aviation, automotive and industrial education. "We teach our
students to be at home with current
technology and in tune with the
technology of tomorrow," notes Dr.
Harley Behm, Chairman of the Department. The breadth of the department
is reflected in the. diversity of the
numerous student societies, from the
National Association of Home Builders
to the American Foundrymen's
Society.
The display sponsored by the Airport
Executives of Western Michigan
University follows closely the "TECH
EXPO '84 is for Everyone" theme, The
"Airports Are For Everyone" exhibit
~ill include video tapes, 'visual
dIsplays, and handout information
designed to show participants the
benefits and importance of airports and
to inform interested individuals about
career opportunities in aviation. The
local student chapter is affiliated with

1

the American Association of Airport
Executives which, through its many
activities, serves as an organization to
upgrade the airport management profession through certification continuing education, scholarship, professional
publications, and consulting.
Advancing scientific and technical
information about the manufacture
use and treatment of metals is the ~im
of the American Society for Metals at
Western Michigan University. Both
the American Society for Metals and
the American Foundrymen's Society
have similar activities such as sponsoring plant tours, attending Senior
Chapter meetings and conferences and
helping and supporting underclass'
students on projects. The American
Foundry Society will give a casting and
metallurgy demonstration at TECH
EXPO and present a slide show of the
lab and foundry projects.
"The Wonderful World of Thermal
Plastics" will be explored at Epsilon Pi
Tau's TECH EXPO exhibit. The objective of the' display is to demonstrate
the use of injection molders, hot stamp
and ultra sonic welding in industry by
manufacturing two products. The
organization exists to enhance the
career preparation of students in
Engineering Technology.
"The Visible House" is a 12' x 12'
s(ructure that compares and contrasts
excessive and innovative building practlces and will enable the observer to
actually see the differences in building
~echniques. This TECH EXPO display
IS prepared by the Western Michigan
University Student Chapter of the National Association of Home Builders.
The Chapter was named the "out~tanding student chapter" in 1983 by
ItS parent organization and twenty of
its members traveled to Houston in
January to attend the "largest conven-

tion in the world" in the Houston
Astrodome,
The 1983 National Intercollegiate
Flying Champion Sky Broncos will
display trophies, scrapbooks slides and
vi?eos of th~ir 1983 title which they
WIll defend m April, 1984, at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs.
Their display will alw feature a flight
SImulator and a helicopter.
The Society of Automotive Engineers
and .the Society of Manufacturing
Engmeers cross the boundaries of
engineering disciplines. Both groups include students from Electrical
Mechanical, and Industrial Engineering
as well as Engineering Technology,
,,:,ho combin~ their interests and expertlse on a vanety of projects and activities.
"Education, The road to Higher
Technology" is an appropriate title for
t~e Society for Automotive Engineers'
dIsplay and demonstration. The presentation focus is the complete automotive lab including testing of emissions, dynomometer, fuel octane, wind
tunnel, and vibration analysis. Additionally, the SAE student chapter will
display their 1984 Supermileage vehicle ~hich will be entered in the uP-.
commg annual national student competition.
To increase participants' awareness
and decrease public animosity toward
robots, the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers will feature several robots in
their "Robots, Society and the Future"
display. Included in the exhibit will be
H~RO, an android robot; and a robot
WIth machine vision that will play
blackjack with TECH EXPO visitors.
The exhibit will deal with the impact
of robots on society and the changes
that they will make through demonstrations of robot technology and applications. Robots will also be (eatured
in a display automating a conventional
drilling operation. This application will
d,emonstrate an industrial robot adaptmg to a machining operation which
utilizes conventional machine tools.
Another project exhibiting manufacturing applications is the production of
the Computer Numerical Control
lathe. This exhibit will display the programmable capabilities of the lathe and
the input required for part production.

DEPARTMENT OF
PAPER SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Two societies are associated with the
paper area of the Department of Paper

Science and Engineering: T'sai Lun an
organization chartered by the natio~al
and loc,al chapters of TAPPI, the paper
profeSSIOnalgroup, and the Paper
Science and Engineering Safety Committee, a group which encourages safety.in.the department. Representing the
pnntmg area of the department is the
Graphic Arts Society. "Student
?rganizations function independently
I~ the department," according to Dr.
RIchard Valley, Chairman of the
Department of Paper Science and
Engineering, "this enables them to
function as a professional organization
and to be professionally involved."
T'sai Lun will exhibit a display
focusing on the economic environmental, and social v~lues of
recycling fiber titled' 'Rags to
Riches-the Recycling of Paper." The
organization, whose name commemorates the Chinese inventor of
paper, annually sponsors a shortdistance cross country mn, "The Paper
Chase," to raise money for a local
charity, hosts social events and attend
national conferences.
The Paper Science and Engineering
Safety Committee is empowered to
bring to the attention of the department, any conditions that endanger
safety around the department's
laboratories and pilot plant. Theysponsor contests for the students who contribute safety suggestions.
Do you ever wonder how your
favorite magazine is printed? "Experience the Printing Process!" the
TECH EXPO booth entered by the
~r~phic Arts Society will take partICIpants from the original artwork
through the various operations of the
printing cycle of graphic communication.

GUEST SOCIETIES
Randy Kippe, the 1984 TECH EXPO
Chairman, welcomes the Guest
Societies to "TECH EXPO is for
Everyone," He explains, "One of my
goals as this year's chairman was to
encourage participation by guest
societies from outside the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences.
There are a number of campus groups
~ho are involved in technology proJects, and I wanted to give them a
chance to exhibit and receive recognition for their accomplishments." A
number of organizations responded in:
cluding the Computer Club, the·
Geology Club, and the Pbysics Society.
The Computer Club from the
Department of Computer Science will
display "Computers are for Every~ne."
Th~ir exhibit will feature Q. digitizer, a
deVIce to down load an image from a
TV Screen into an Apple Computer
memory so that it can be printed on a
dot matrix printer ..Their goal is to
educate the public about the most recent.advanc.es i~ computer technology
and ItS applIcatIOns to everyday living.
Principles in physics is the focus of
the display by the Physics Society.
These principles can be applied to practical and impractical problems in
technology.
Geologists and geophysicists use a
variety of techniques and methods
when they explore for economic
resources, such as oil, gas, coal, and
copper. Through their exhibit,
"Techniques used in Geological and
Geophysical Exploration," the Geology
Club will demonstrate some of these
latest techniques.

EXHIBITS
GROU

ILOOR

IXPIItWNCi 1111 PaINTING PJlO.
CISS! tiqm 1061 Graphic Arts
iety.
O~
the .,.tiOlll
of the priD.
_ cyc1c thrQUIb scheduled tpurs.
1lOBOTS' SOCJITY AND TIll
llUTURE Room 1083 Society of
Manufacturing Engineers.
A demonstration of robotics and how
they affect our lives now and in the
future. Featuring:
• A display of the programmable
capabilities of the CNC Lathe
and the input required for part
production.
• A demonstration of'the application of an Industrial Robot to a
machining operation.
• A demonstration of the HERO
robot and a robot with machine
vision.
TIll VISIBLE BOUSE Rooms 1092-96
National Association of Home
BUilders.
A 12' x 12' structure that compares
and contrasts excessive and innovative
building practices.
EDUCADON: THE .OAD TO
HIGHER TECHNOLOGY Rooms
1110-20 Society of Automotive
Engineers.
A demonstration of the testing
capabilities of the WMU automotive
lab and the WMU supermileage car.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING PRO·
JECTS Room 1119 Mechanical
Engineering Club and Mechanical
Engineering Department Faculty.
A variety of Mechanical Engineering
Projects will be displayed.

FIRST FLOOR
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN Room
2000 Department of Engineering
Technology. •
'"
A. J. Rogers of Tektronix, Inc. will
demonstrate the new 411SB color
raster display terminal using an assortment of gr,phics software. The College
of Engineering and Applied Sciences is
scheduled to receivt one of these high
performance terminals in the near
future. see the "Special Events
Schedule" for demo~tration starting
times.
AIR BRUSH DEMONSTRADON
Room 2001 Department of Industrial
Engineering
Continuous demonstration of this
graphic tool.

.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND
COMPUTER GRAPHICSRoom 2003
Engineering Graphics and Industrial
Design students.
Demonstrations of the follOwing
student-oriented applications software:
Geometric Modular Component
Design, CAD Tutorial, Electrical Circuit Design, and Pneumatic Air

Cylinder Design. See the "Special
Events Schedule" for demonstration
tarting times.

and the opportunities for aviation
studies at Western, and meet the NIFA
1983 Champion Sky Broncps.

lNDUS1IUAL DESIGN TODAY
loom. 2004 Industrial DeSign Society
of America.
ExampleS of the role Industrial
Designers play in product design
through the use of renderings and
models will be exhibited.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING PRO.
JECTS Room 2112-30 Mechanical
Engineering Club and Mechanical
Engineering Department Faculty.
A variety of Mechanical Engineering
Projects will be displayed.

SIMULATED COMPUTER
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMRoom
2005 American Institute of Industrial
Engineers.
See an operating scale model of a
production system using conveyors,
small robots and Apple computers.
NUTRIDON AND HEALTH
ASSESSMENT CLINIC Room 2006
Student Dietetic Association.
The clinic will coordinate various
health assessment stations with informational handouts.
FOCUS ON FOODS Room 2037 Student Food Service Association.
Garnishing, nutrient conservation
and food technology will be
demonstrated throughout the day with
food samples prOVidedfor the public.
RAGS TO RICHES: THE RECYCLING OF PAPER Room2053T'sai
Lun.
. A display of equipment, diagrams
and examples of paper recycling.
GUESS THE WEIGHT Hallway near
Room 2053 Alpha Pi Mu.
Playa weight guessing game with a
computer while gathering information
about the organization.
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF
THERMAL PLASTICSRooms 2054-56
Epsilon Pi Tau.
A demonstration using injection
molders, a hot stamp and ultra sonic
welding equiplllent to manufacture
two products.
AIRPORTS ARE FOR EVERYONE
Room 2060 Airport E'tecutives of
WMU.
The exhibit consists of video tapes,
visual displays and information about
airports.
TECHNIQUES USED IN
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL
EXPLORATiOPtfRoom 2061 Geology
Club.
Techniques and methods of exploring for economic resources. Exhibit
will include demonstrations of tools
and methods used.
FUGHT SIMULATORRoom 2064 Sky
Broncos.
A flight simulator is on display.
SKY BRONCOS: FLYING CHAM·
PIONS Room 2064 Sky Broncos.
Gain insight on the National Intercollegiate Flying Association (NIFA'

MiCRO·PHOTOGRAPHY FOUNDRY
PRACDCES Rooms 2113-20 American
Foundrymen's Society.
Display featuring films, slides, and
examples of various casting processes.

SECOND

FLOOR

DEMONSTRATION IN PHYSICS
PRINCIPLESRoom 3005 Physics
Society.
Learn how basic physics courses may
be applied to practical and impractical
problems in technology through
physics demonstrations.

• Home Built Auto Pilot
• Fuzz &. Wah-Wah
• Continuous Automotive Exhaust
AnalyZer
• Portable Computer
• Feedback Systems

SPECIAL EVENTS
VIDEOTAPE FESTIVALRoom 3034
View videotapes on a variety of
technical topics-from robots and computers to plastics and lasers. Between
the scheduled videotape sessions, a
series of tapes will be shown of
computer-generated graphics from Siggraph, one of the leaders in the field.
Friday
4 p.m.
The Computer Programme:
It's Happening Now
(25 minutes'
Dance: A composite of
samples of Electronic
Visualization (30 minutes'
Marvels of Industrial
Robots (37 minutes'
7 p.m.

TODAY'S WEAPONS SYSTEMS
Room 3008 Department of Military
Science.
Exhibits of Today's Weapon Systems
and Manufacturing Methods and
Technology.
THE INTERIOR DESIGN EX·
PERIENCERooms 3012-13 American
Society of Interior Designers.
Information on the Interior Design
field is presented through students'
four years of college training.
TEXTURESRoom 3014 Textile Club.
Finished garments will be on display
with the various methods of construction presented. There will be examples of raw materials and woven
goods..
VIDEO FESTIVALRoom 3034
See video tapes on technical topics.
See "Special Events Schedule" for
starting times.
TECHNOLOGY AND THE FAMILY
Room 3037 New Dimensions.
Explore the impact of new
technology on the family.
COMPUTERS ARE FOR EVERYONE
Room 3053 Computer Club.
See examples of the most recent advances in computer technology and
their applications to everyday life.
SOCIETY OF WOME~ ENGINEERS
Hallway near Room 3056 Society of
Women Engineers.
Find out about the Society of
Women Engineer!!.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRO·
JECTS Rooms 3054-63 Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Projects featuring:
• Microprocessor-based DC Motor
Speed Controller

Saturday
11 a.m.

1 p.m.

The Computer Programme:
The New Media
(25 minutes)
Plastics: The World of
Imagination (20 minutes'
The Sky's The Limit
(10 minutes'
Laser Projection
Workshop (34 minutes'
Nova: Light of the 21st
Century (60 minutes'
Fast Forward (30 minutes'
Marvels of Industrial
Robots (37 minutes)
The Computer Programme:
In Control (25 minutes)
Solar Panels at Western
Michigan University
(13 minutesl

2:30 p.m. The Computer Programme:
Things to Come
(25 minutes I
Cranston-Csuri: Computer
Generated Graphics
(10 minutes'
Paulo Solari: Arcosanti
(28 minutes)
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
DEMONSTRADON Room 2003
Friday-4:oo, 6:00, and 8:00 p.m.
Saturday-11:oo a.m., 1:00, and
3:00p.m.
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DEMONSTRADON Room 2000
Priday-3:3O, 5:30, and 7:30 p.m.
Saturday-IO:30 a.m., 12:30, and
2:30 p.m.
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Staff training to offer classes in five areas
Seminars and classes in five different
subject areas will be offered by the staff
training and development office during the
next two weeks.
"Understanding WMU Staff Benefits"
will be the topic of a 1 p.m. Monday,
March 26 seminar in 157 Student Center,
Teresa Sprague, staff benefits, will lead the
seminar, which is designed for P/ A and
CIT employees with supervisory responsibilities. Participants will learn how to better communicate the types of benefits
available to WMU staff and to answer
basic questions regarding benefits.
Robert J. Buwalda, staff training and
development, will present a seminar titled
"Sexual Harassment,
Prevention and
Complaint Procedures" at 9 a.m. Tuesday,
March 27, in 159 Student Center. Offensive
conduct and sexual demands, the two main
components of sexual harassment, will be
defined during the seminar, which is open
to all employees. Complaint procedures
and the investigation process will also be
discussed.
From 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 28, an "Assertiveness
Training seminar will be presented in 159
Student Center. The fee for the course, to
be conducted by Kari Lockwood, Center
for Women's Services, is $15. Participants
will assess their behavior, differentiating
between aggressive and passive behaviors,
and practice using assertive techniques.
The seminar is open to all employees.
Another workshop open to all employees
is titled "Stress-- Management."
Ray
Miltenberger, psychological services component, will lead this seminar, which is
scheduled for 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 29, in 157 Student
Center_ Sources of stress will be identified
and strategies for successfully dealing with
it will be discussed during the workshop
fior which the fee is $15. .

Vocal festival March 22
The 1200-voice Festival Chorus of the
46th annual Southwestern Michigan Vocal
Festival will present a free concert at 7 p.m.
Thursday,
March
22,
in Miller
Auditorium.
Each year since 1935, the festival has
been presented in cooperation with the
School of Music. The chorus is composed
of high school students from 27 Michigan
schools, and will be conducted by Eph Ely
from the University of Missouri at Kansas
City.

Jobs

_

This listing below is currently being
posted by the University Personnel Department for regular full-time or part-time
employees. Applicants should submit a Job
Opportunities
Application during the
posting period.
S-Ol and S-02 clerical positions are not
required to be posted. Interested University
Employees may register in the Personnel
Office for assistance in securing these positions.
(R) Instructor (Fall 1984 only), 1-40,
Languages & Linguistics, 84-110, 3/203/26/84.
(R) Director, Undergrad. Admissions, P09, Office of Undergrad. Admissions, 84III, 3/19-3/23/84.
(R) Director,
Student
Financial
Aid/Scholarships, P-09, Office of Student
Financial Aid/Scholarships, 84-112, 3/203/26/84.
(N) Asst. Professor (Temp., 1 Year), 130, Speech Path. & Audiology, 84-113,
3/20-3/26/84.
(R) Instructor, 1-40, Speech Path. &
Audiology, 84-114, 3/20-3/26/84.
(N)
Programmer/Analyst,
X-05,
Academic Computer Center, 84-115, 3/20-,
3/26/84.
(N) Supervisor, Instructional Lab., P-05,
Mechanical Engineering, 84-116, 3/203/26/84.
(R) Replacement
(N) New Position

Buwalda will teach three classes in "Cardiopulminary Resuscitation" (CPR) April
2 to April 4.
A basic eight-hour CPR class will be
from 8 a.m. to noon Tuesday and Wednesday, April 3 and April 4, in 212 Student
Center. The American Red Cross certified
course is open to all employees. To successfully complete the class, participants
must pass a written test and a series of
skills tests. Good physical condition and
casual dress are necessary for class participation.
From I to 5 p.m. Monday and Tuesday,
April 2 and 3, Buwalda will lead a CPR
renewal course in 212 Student Center. The
course is limited to employees with current
CPR certification who have not previously
taken the CPR renewal class. A CPR
modular book must be read prior to participating in· the renewal course.' The
modular book may be borrowed from the
Personnel Department.
Advance registration is required for the
seminars and classes. Persons may use the
form in the back of the Staff Training
Catalog or call the Personnel Department
at 3-1650 to register.

Students to participate
in Manuscript Day here
Approximately 77 students from 21 high
schools across the state will attend the 12th
annual Manuscript Day at Western Friday,
March 23.
This year 136 students from 29 schools.
were invited to submit manuscripts of
poetry and prose fiction. Those students
selected and their English teachers will attend the event, which is sponsored by the
WMU Department of English.
Coordinators of Manuscript Day 1984
are Nancy Y. Stone and Norman E.
Carlson, both English. Other department
faculty members participating will be
Jaimy Gordon, Stuart J. Dybek, John
Woods, Arnold Johnston and Herbert S.
Scott.

HONORARY
DEGREES-Scenic,
lighting and costume designer Josef
Svoboda, above center, and art critic Clement Greenberg, at right, center, were
presented with honorary Doctor of Fine
Arts degrees from Western b1stweek. Both
are pictured with Alfred L. Edwards, left,
chairman of the Board of Trustees, and
President Bernhard, right. Svoboda, whose
visit was part of a four-day theatrical
design conference, led master classes and
several workshops and critiqued student
portfolios, including one of Sean Murphy,
the WMU sophomore whose work is
entered in the Americim College Theatre
Festival national competition to be in
Washington in April:Greenberg spent time
while he was here critiquing students' work
in painting, sculpture and printmaking
classes. "Critics fail us if they don't provide value' judgments,
beyond mere
description or analysis," Greenberg said.

New employee retention pool program established
Stanley W. Kelley, director of personnel
and employee relations, has announced
that a new University program has been
established to strengthen the current internal promotion program of the University.
The program, called the "Employee Retention Pool," is to provide a temporary
employment "safety net" for employees
who are promoted but then find they cannot successfully do all the duties of the new
position.
The new program results from discussion
on the problem with employee representatives from the Clerical/Technical
Organization, the Administrative Professional Association and Affirmative Action
office personnel.
Retention-pool employees wiJI serve as a
temporary work pool. The employees in
the pool wiJI be available to any University
department needing temporary office help.
Departments employing the pool workers
will reimburse the special account set up to
fund the employee's pay costs while they
are in the pool.
"We hope the existence of the temporary
work pool will encourage employees to try
for promotions in which they may be interested and appear to be able to perform,"
Kelley said. "Until now, there has been
reluctance by some due to the fear of Jailing the probationary period of the new
position and thereby losing their University
employment entirely. This program provides an opportunity to try to relocate
employees to other positions who find
themselves in this unfortunate situation."
Detailed guidelines on the new program
are published here:
Employee Retention Pool'
Purpose: The purpose of this program is
to provide a temporary employmen~ "safety net" for employees who receive promotional positions but then fail to qualify for

regular appointment in. the new position.
E. The pay of employees assigned to the
The program goals are to encourage
retention pool wiJIbe the same as they were
employees with good work records to strive
receiving in their last non-probationary
for promotional opportunities, yet allow
position.
the University to disqualify probationary
F. The Personnel Department wiJI interemployees who do not meet the qualificabill University departments for the extions of the new position. This program
penses of temporary employees in the
will help prevent employees caught in this 'retention pool in accordance with the time
circumstance
from losing University
the employee does temporary work for the
employment altogether.
department.
Eligibility: All regular status, nonG. The funding of the retention pool will
probationary clerical/technical and profesbe by a special revolving account. The
sional/administrative employees.
University will fund the original amount.
Program: An "Employee Retention
Thereafter, the charges for the use of
Pool" is created to provide a source of employees in the pool wiJIbe used to maintemporary employment for employees who tain the special account.
have attempted promotional jobs, but fail
H. The Personnel Department will
to successfully complete the probationary
evaluate the employee's performance while
period for the new position.
in the retention pool.
The principle aspects of the program are:
I. The evaluation record of the
A. To be eligible, employees must have employee's performance in the promohad a satisfactory or better performance
tional position will be withdrawn from
record in their position prior to the promotheir personnel record if the employee
tion.
transfers to another position, and sucB. Employees may be retained in the cessfully completes the probationary
retention pool until they can be placed in a period in the new position.
new position within the University or nineJ. Employees may use the retention pool
ty (90) calendar days, whichever occurs only once per year.
first.
C. While in the retention pool,
employees will have priority placement
Bernhard receives raise
status. That is, the Employment Office will
attempt to place the employee in any
The Board of Trustees Friday approved
vacancy for which they are qualified prior
a salary increase of $6,000 or 8.3 percent
to posting or considering internal or exterfor President Bernhard, bringing his salary
nal candidates for the vacant position.
to $78,000 from $72,000. Bernhard last
D. Employees in the retention pool wiJI received an increase a year ago.
be assigned work through the supervision
,"The president is the leader of the
of the Personnel Department. They may b!'l University team, and ·his contribution
assigned to work in any department of the needs to be rewarded as well as that of
University where a temporary work need others," said Trustee Charles H. Ludlow,
exists. Such work assignments will be vice chairman of the Board and chairman
reasonably similar to their previous ex- of its committee on personnel, planning
perience.
and legislation.
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Geology department sponsors talks

INTERNATIONAL
VISITORS-President
Bernhard, left, and Dean Norman C.
Greenberg, right, international education and programs, visit with Albert Coleman and
Charles Breeze, middle left to right, who recently represented the Liberian Ministry of
Education on campus. According to Greenberg, Coleman and Breeze were on a visit sponsored by the U.S. Information Agency and the Teachers Technology Training Program to
look into developing linkages between universities in the U.S. and those in Liberia. Coincidentally, they arrived shortly before Greenberg left on a visit to their country sponsored
by the State Department's Cultural and Education Foundation to discuss a linkage with
Cuttington University College in Monrovia, Liberia, which has been agreed upon.

Briefs

The Office of Faculty Development will
sponsor a panel discussion, "Researching
and Writing for Publication," from I to
3:15 p.m. Friday, March 23, in 205 Student
Center. Panelists will be James J. Bosco,
education and professional development,
C. J. Gianakaris, English, John R. Lindbeck, engineering technology, Nikola W.
Nelson, speech pathology and audiology,

Faculty, students to
attend Academy

•

Western faculty members and students
will be participating in 21 scholarly presentations during the 88th annual meeting of
the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts
and Letters, Friday and Saturday, March
23 and 24, at Ferris State College in Big
Rapids.
The Michigan Academy provides a
forum for state scholars to present and
share research efforts in numerous
disciplines. Faculty representing 29 different disciplines will share their scholarly
contributions at this year's gathering.
Dean Laurel A. Grotzinger, Graduate
College, is the president of the Michigan
Academy. Gyula Fiscor, biomedical
sciences, is serving as the Academy's 198384 medical sciences section chairperson:
Eugene C. Kirchherr, geography, will
preside over a Friday Academy geography
session.
State Sen. John Engler will address
meeting participants at a noon luncheon. A
few seats remain on the free bus going to
the meeting. It will depart at 5:30 a.m. Friday, March 23, from in front of the Student Center and return that evening. To
make reservations, persons may call Annabelle Spencer at 3-1660.

Nationally acclaimed
sculptor to visit here
The sculpture program of the Department of Art is hosting a three-day visit by
Deborah Butterfield, a nationally acclaimed sculptor, with the support of the
Michigan Council for the Arts, from
March 28-30. Since the 1970's the artist has
been widely recognized for her life-size
mixed media horse sculptures.
At 7:30 p.m. Thursday, March 29, in the
Dalton Center Recital Hall, Butterfield will
present a public lecture and show slides of
her work. Following the lecture, there will
be a reception at 9 p.m. on the fourth floor
of the Park Trades Center, 326 West
Kalamazoo Ave., where the sculpture and.
multi-media students of WMU will host a
large diverse exhibition of sculture, environmental installations, video art and a
tableau vivant (living sculpture) from
March 29-ApriI12.

David L. Jones, a
Distinguished
Lecturer sponsored by
the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists (AAPG),
will speak at 3:30
p.m. Friday, March
23, in 1118 Rood
Hall.
Jones, who works Jones
in the United States
Geological Survey Branch of Paleontology
and Stratigraphy in Menlo Park, Calif. and
is a consulting professor at Stanford
University, will speak on "Accretionary
Growth of Western North America: Examples from Alaska."
His talk is part of the Department of
Geology seminar series, and is open to the
public free of charge. Jones is on tour with
the AAPG and will speak to appro?,imately'
30 geological societies and universities
around the country.
James Fisher, professor of geology at
Michigan State University, will speak at I
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p.m. today on "Stratographic Problems:
Cambrian, Ordovician and Middle and Upper Devonian." Fisher, who is considered
to be the "dean of Michigan Basin
geology," will speak again today at 4 p.m.
on "Structure of the Michigan Basin."
Both talks are free and will be in 1118 Rood
Hall.
On Friday, March 23, Fisher will speak
on "Silurian Reef Trends in Michigan" at
10 a.m. and on "Exploration for Oil and
Gas in the Michigan Basin: Past and
Future" at 2 p.m. 'Both lectures will be in
1122 Rood Hall.
J. John Sepkowski Jr., associate professor of geology at the University of
Chicago, will begin his series of talks on
evolution at 4 p.m. Monday, March 26,
with an address titled "Evolution Across
the Precambrian-Cambrian
Boundary."
He will speak again that day on the widelyheralded concept that has received much
recent attention "Mass Extinctions and the
'Death Star': Periodicity in Terristrial Extinctions Suggest an Extra-terrestial
Cause. "
Sepkowski, the 1983 recipient of the
coveted Schuchert Award in Paleotology,
will deliver two talks on Tuesday, March
27: "Diversity in the Phanerozoic Oceans"
at I p.m.; and "Flat Pebble Conglomerate,
Storm Deposits and the Cambrian Bottom
Fauna" at 4 p.m.
All four of Sepkowski's lectures will be
in 1118 Rood Hall.

Kathleen Sinning,
accountancy
and
Michael R. Stoline, mathematics, and the
moderator will be associate dean Rollin G.
Douma, Graduate College. To register,
persons may call 3-1357.

Israel and Jordan. Students, faculty, staff
and alumni are eligible to participate in
Caravan '84. For more information, persons may call 3-0944.

The Office of Faculty Development will
honor all faculty and staff members who
have published an article, monograph or
book within the past three years at a reception in their honor from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Friday, March 23, in 204 Student Center.
Each euthor is to bring a copy of their work
for display in Waldo Library. New faculty
also are encouraged to meet with the
Western researchers and writers and to
view their work.

Communications expert to be visiting scholar
Richard C. Huse- r
He has been active as a trainer and con-

The Office of Faculty Development is
sponsoring the fourth meeting of The Anton Group on Tuesday, March 27, 3-4:30
p.m., 10th Floor of Sprau Tower. The
speaker will be David S. DeShon, social
science, on "Jungian Typologies In Complimentary Opposition."
"Caravan '84: From the Pyramids to
Petra-A Preview" will be the subject of a
free public lecture at noon today in 159
Student Center. Emanuel Nodel, history,
and Howard J. Dooley, humanities and international education and programs, will
speak. Caravan '84, scheduled for July I to
July 22, is a travel-learn program to Egypt,

Room and board
increase tabled
The Board of Trustees last Friday tabled
for one month a recommended 4.9-percent
increase in 1984-85 room and board rates
to allow time for further review and reaction.
The change would increase the cost for a
typical
academic
year (fall/winter
semesters) for room and board (standar'd
20-meals per week plan) by $111, from
$2,239 to $2,350.
Citing an institutional commitment to
hold rate increases as low as possible,
Robert B. Wetnight, vice president for
finance, . said that the recommended increase is driven primarily by cost increases
for food, labor and maintenance.
The proposed residence-hall increases
and the new rates are: Room-summer,'
$11, to $226; fall, $10, to $461; winter,
$34, to $469; and spring, $11, to $230. The
$2 per day single room premium would remain unchanged.
,
Board (20-meal plan)-fall,
$15, to
$691; winter, $52; to $729; and spring, $16,
to $339. Board (l5-meal plan)-fall, $24,
to $671; and winter, $43, to $689. Recommended monthly rate increases for campus
apartments range from $10 to $12 or 5.2 to
5.6 percent.

man, chairperson of
the Department of
Management at the
University of Georgia, will speak at 8
p.m. Monday, March
26, in the John E.
Fetzer
Business
Development
Center as part of WMU's
1983-84
Visiting Huseman
Scholars Program.
Huseman, who has earned distinction in
the field ·of communication, will speak on
"A Relational Approach to Communication" in a free public lecture. His visit is
sponsored by the WMU Department of
Business Information Systems.
A faculty member at the University of
Georgia since 1964, Huseman is the coauthor of eight books and numerous articles and papers for journals and professional meetings on interpersonal and
organizational communication.

Institutional advancement

sultant for many provate corporations,
such as IBM, The Washington Post,
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. and
Southern Bell Telephone, in addition to
working with various government groups,
such as the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the Department of
Agriculture and the U.S. Army.
Huseman earned the bachelor's degree
from Greenville College, and the master's'
and doctorate degrees from the University
of Illinois.
Huseman's visit is being coordinated by
Bernadine P. Branchaw, business information systems, while the visiting Scholars
Program committee is chaired by James J.
Bosco, education
and profeSSIonal
development.
The program was established in 1960,
and has provided more than 300 visits by
scholars representing some 65 academic
disciplines. Committee members are appointed by the vice president for academic
affairs.

(continued from Page 1)

months as acting director of intercollegiate
athletics in 1979.
Before coming to Western Brinn held
positions as an administrator with the IBM
Corp. in Kalamazoo and as a bank
manager with what is now the First of
America Corp. He earned both bachelor's
and master's degrees at Western. He was
an electrician in the U.S. Navy.
Gagie, 46, came to Western in 1974 as
director of information services. He was
named assistant to the president and director of information services in 1978 and executive assistant to the president in 1979. A
former sports editor and education writer,
Gagie has been an information officer at
the University of Illinois, St. Cloud State
University and Westertl Illinois University.
While at Western Illinois, Gagie served
as the information officer of the Illinois
Board of Governors of State Colleges and
Universities, governing body of Western
Illinois and four other public universities.
Gagie has a bachelor's degree in journalism from Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale and a master's degree in communications from the University of Illinois.
Gabier, 56, has just completed direction
of the University's first campuswide capital
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campaign, "Partners in Progress," which
exceeded its $6.8-million goal by $1.7
million. He retains his title of president and
chief executive officer of the WMU Foundation.
Last year Gabier initiated the preparation of a five-year development plan that
led to the reorganization of his office
earlier this year. His attention currently is
directed toward a campaign for $800,000
to help establish a research laboratory for
gravure and flexographic printing in the
Department
of Paper Science and
Engineering.
Gabier was instrumental in the establishment of the WMU Foundation, which
receives all private gifts to the University.
He also established the University Development Council as a part of a comprehensive
development program.
Gabier came to Western in 1958 as assistant director of admissions. He was named
director in 1967 and in 1975 was named executive director of alumni affairs and
development. He was appointed assistant
vice president in 1977.
Gabier earned his bachelor's degree at
Western and a master's degree at the
University of Michigan. At Western Gabier
held several records in track and field.

